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1.  Introduction
MePRO is a modern, easy to use, Windows program. It
will let you prepare configurations, save them to a file
and transfer them to a Meso-transmitter. Printing of
labels and configuration sheet (with calibration protocol)
is also possible. Beside configuration, also input and
output can be monitored.
Use MePRO to configure any Meso transmitter.

• Meso-H is an intelligent two wire in head
(DIN B-head or greater) transmitter.

Note: This User Instruction assumes you have a basic understanding
of Windows fundamentals - using the mouse, working with Windows
etc. If you are new to the Windows environment, please refer to your
Windows manual.

1.1  Features in MePRO
• Communicates with HART-protocol
• Can configure all commands in Meso-transmit-

ters and some universal-  and common-practice
commands in other HART-transmitters

• Can handle many different sensor types (Any Pt
between Pt10 and Pt1000, D100, Ni100, Ni1000
and 12 different T/C).

• “Engineering units“ makes MePRO more easy to
use for custom specified linearization.

• Possible to compensate for sensor errors.
• Customized output range, e.g 4.23-19.23 mA.
• SmartSense-function for monitoring sensor

isolation resistance.
• Selectable temperature unit.
• Selectable program language.

1.2  System requirements
To run MePRO you need:
• an IBM PC compatible, 386 processor or higher.
• Microsoft Windows version 3.1 or later.
• 1 MB hard disc storage space.
• VGA display (640x480) or better.
IBM is a registered trademark of International
Business Machines Corporation.
PC is a registered trademark of International
Business Machines Corporation.
Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

2.  MePRO Installation
The setup program will in a few minutes install MePRO
to your hard disc.

1. Check that Microsoft Windows version 3.1
or later is installed in your computer.

2. Start Microsoft Windows.
3. Close all running applications such as antivirus-

programs and the Microsoft Office Quickstarter.
4. Place your MePRO Setup disc no. 1 in the

A: or B: drive.
Note: Close all programs during installation.
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5. If you have Windows 3.X installed you start the
installation program by choosing Run… from the
File menu in the Program Manager. If you have
Windows 95 installed you start the installation
program by choosing Run… from the Start menu.
Type a:\setup (or b:\setup).



6. Follow the installation instructions on you screen.
You will be asked to answer the following
questions:

• The directory MePRO should be installed
to (default C:\MEPRO)

• Language (Swedish or English)
• Temperature unit (°C or °F)
• Which serial port you will use for

communication between PC and Meso
Language, temperature unit and serial port can be
changed later from within MePRO.
7. The text “Installation complete“ will signal a

successful installation. MePRO is now ready to
be used. If you have any problems during installa
tion of MePRO, please consult section 7.4.

3.  Connect Meso to the PC
1. Connect the Meso transmitter to a power source,

see Meso User Instructions.
2. Connect the HART-modem to the serial port you

chose during installation on your computer.Make
certain that no other program or device uses the
same port, e.g. an internal modem. If your com-
puter is equipped with a 25-pole D-sub-contact
on theserial port you need a converter/adapter.
Your local computer dealer can supply you with
this. Connect the two test clips on the other end
of the modem cable over the current sense resis-
tor in series with the Meso transmitter, see Meso
User Instructions.

3. If you run Windows 3.X you start MePRO by
double-clicking the MePRO icon in the MePRO

group. In Windows 95 you start MePRO by
clicking on the Start-button, select Programs,
select MePRO and then click on the MePRO icon.

4. It is now possible to edit the transmitter configu-
ration or view the actual configuration of the
transmitter. As soon as one transmitter has re-
ceived its settings, a new transmitter can be con-
nected to the modem without quitting the
program.

5. Quit the MePRO program by choosing File, Exit.

4. A brief tour of MePRO
First of all, connect the Meso transmitter to a power
source (see Meso User Instructions) and connect the
HART-modem over the current sense resistor or over the
transmitter output terminals.

1. Double-click on the MePRO icon in the MePRO
group in Program Manager to start the MePRO
program. The text “Welcome to MePRO“ will
appear. Press “OK“.

2. You are in the MePRO Main window. Select
“Configuration“ in the menu and then click on
the command “Edit Device Specific Commands“.

3. The “Transmitter type“ box is activated. Click on
the down-arrow at the right, beside the text
“Meso-H“. Use the scroll bar to move through the
different transmitter types and select (for this
exercise) “Meso-H“. Press “Enter“.

4. The “Input Type“ box is now activated. Select
“Pt100, 38.5“. Press “Enter“.

5. The “Input Min“ box has your attention. Enter
the value 0 and press “Enter“.
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6. The sensor error correction is activated (Always
enter 0 in this box unless you want to compen-
sate for sensor errors in the Min-point). Enter the
value 0 and press “Enter“.

7. Now enter the value 200 in the “Input Max“ box
and press “Enter“.

8. The sensor error correction is activated (Always
enter 0 in this box unless you want to compen-
sate for sensor errors in the Max-point). Enter the
value 0 and press “Enter“.

9. Fill in the rest of the boxes with:
Connection: “3 wires“
Output: “4 - 20 mA“
Linearization: “Temperature“
Damping value (s): “2“
Sensor Break: “Max (>22.8mA)“

10. The boxes “Tag“ and “Unique device ID“ have
darker backgrounds because they are readonly
fields in this window.

11. Click on the command-button “Transfer To trans-
mitter“. MePRO will first perform a search rou-
tine that polls the available transmitters. Select
the transmitter you want to configure.
The message “Configuration in connected trans-
mitter will be changed. Do you still want to trans-
fer to transmitter, if yes do not remove cable“ will
appear on the screen. Select “Yes“.
The configuration is transferred to the transmit
ter. During the transfer the message “Warning.
Do not remove cable. Data transmission“ is
displayed. When the transmission is completed
the message “Data has successfully been trans-

ferred between the transmitter and the PC“ will
appear. Select “OK“. If you get an error message,
see section 7.2.

12. The transmitter is at this moment configured:
Pt100 0-200°, 3-wire-connected, output 4-20 mA.
The temperature unit is the same as the one you
selected during the installation or in the settings
menu.

13. Select “File, Exit“ in the “Main menu“ to quit the
program and return to the Windows Program
Manager.

5.  Main window
MePRO Main window contains the main functions of
the program and is the first window you will see when
you start MePRO. The menu bar appears across the top
of the window.

5.1  File
The file menu handles commands to open or save
configuration to a file. The file extension must be
“.MEP“. If you try to write over an existing configura-
tion file, MePRO will display which parameters that will
be changed in the file you want to save. The configura-
tion saved in “UNTITLED.MEP“ will be read each time
you start MePRO. In the File-menu you will find the
Exit-function to quit the program.

5.2  Configuration
In the configuration menu you have the possibility to
either edit or view the configuration in a transmitter.
There are two different windows where you can edit the
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Figure 5.5.3: The instrument calibration output pattern

Output (mA)
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transmitter configuration, the “Edit Device Specific
Commands“-window and the “Edit Universal Com-
mands“-window. The configuration in these two win-
dows can be saved to a file, see section 5.1. When you
save the configuration to a file, information from both
these two windows will be saved.
Configuration can be made on-line, with input and out-
put connected. During transmission the output is frozen.
Approximately 10 seconds after the transmission is com-
pleted the transmitter starts updating the output accord-
ing to the its new configuration. The output will change
its value instantly with no consideration of its former
value. Configuration can also be made off-line without
modem or transmitter. These offline configurations can
be saved to file and transfered later to a transmitter.

5.3  View
The View pull down menu gives two alternative to view
signal data from the transmitter:

• Input Signal Jumbo: Will indicate the input value.
The size of the characters depends on the size of
this window.

• Input and Output signals: Indicates both the
input and output signal value. Additionally the
input terminal temperature is displayed. This
window has a fixed size.

5.4  Print
The Print menu gives you the possibility to print a
complete configuration, which can be used as a calibra-
tion protocol. Both the configuration in the transmitter
and the one in the PC can be printed out. But make sure
to choose the right configuration to print (It will be
indicated in the protocol).

5.5  Miscellaneous

5.5.1  Perform transmitter selftest
The transmitter can perform a selftest routine that
checks the transmitter vital functions.

5.5.2  Select device
This command forces MePRO to perform a scan of
the connected transmitters and lets you select one of
them.

5.5.3  Output for instrument calibration
Forces the output to achieve predefined values
independent of input signal. Useful when checking
equipment attached to the transmitter output. The
output sequence is: 4, 12, 20, 12, 4,12, 20 mA.... and
each output level is active for approximately 15 sec-
onds, see figure 5.5.3. The total force time is selectable
to a time between 1 and 30 minutes and it can be
interrupted at any time by clicking on the “Cancel“-
button. The PC must be connected during the instru-
ment calibration. When the force time is over, the
transmitter returns to the configuration it had before.
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5.5.4  Basic Calibration
All transmitters leaving the factory is basic calibrated
and normally you need not use this facility. In case
you wish to use it you need instruments with the
following data:
Resistor 100 ohm 4-wire-connection Inaccuracy = 0.02 %
Resistor 200 ohm 4-wire-connection Inaccuracy = 0.02 %
Resistor 1000 ohm 4-wire-connection Inaccuracy = 0.02 %
Voltage source 50 mV Inaccuracy = 0.02 %
Equipment to measure the temperature
at the connectors Inaccuracy = 0.2 °C
mA-meter up to 20 mA Inaccuracy = 2 µA

5.5.5  Number of preambles
Preambles are characters, defined by the HART-
standard, that the transmitter uses to synchronize the
receiving modem’s frequency-detection circuits. This
command sets the number of response preambles in
the selected transmitter. A valid number of response
preambles is between 3 and 20. The factory setting is 5.

5.6  Settings

5.6.1  Temperature unit
Selects if you want to work with °C or °F in MePRO.
Example: If MePRO is configured as °F then all
temperatures will be displayed and edited in °F even
if the transmitter configuration once was configured
in °C.

5.6.2  Serial Port
Choose appropriate serial port for communication
with Meso.

5.6.3  Language
Select which language you want MePRO to display,
English or Swedish.

5.6.4  Change Password
The MePRO program has the ability of using a
password to prevent unauthorized change of the
transmitter configuration. MePRO asks for password
for functions that can change performance of the
transmitter. By changing the password to “0“ as the
new password the password check is disconnected.
Note: If you forget your password, or the password is changed by accident,
the master password is “-8520“

5.7  Help
In “Contents“ you can search for help on the different
MePRO functions. Another way to get help is to use the
context sensitive help function, simply mark the function
and press F1 to get help. The “About MePRO“ shows
MePRO program version.

6.  Edit configuration windows
There are two different windows where you can edit the
transmitter configuration, the “Edit Device Specific
Commands“-window and the “Edit Universal Com-
mands“-window. You can edit these configurations both
off- and on-line. During transmission of the configura-
tion the output is frozen. When transmission is complet-
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ed the transmitter uses the new parameters. These
configurations can be saved to a file for later use or for
documentation purposes.

6.1  Edit Device Specific Commands
In this window you can edit parameters that concern the
actual measuring process such as the input type and the
input range. Most of the commands in this window are
device specific commands, but there are also some
common practice commands. This window can only be
used to edit configuration in Meso transmitters.

6.1.1  Transmitter type
Select in MePRO which type of transmitter you want
to configure. If the type selected in the software
doesn’t correspond to the connected transmitter,
MePRO will inform you when you try to transfer
the configuration.

6.1.2  Input Type
Choose input type (Pt100, Pt1000, ohm, Ni100,
Ni1000, mV, T/C..., D100 or Pt-Custom). With Pt-
Custom you can select any Pt-probe between Pt10
and Pt1000.

6.1.3  Input Min and Sensor correction
Enter the low end value of the measuring range. In
the “Sensor error“-Box you can enter the sensor error
at the Min point. The sensor error can be found on
the sensor calibration protocol. Example: Wanted
measuring range is Pt100, 100-200 °C. The Pt100-
sensor generates a resistance in the min point which
corresponds to 100,3 °C. Enter 0,3 in the sensor error
box.

6.1.4  Input Max and Sensor correction
Enter the high end value of the measuring range. In
the “Sensor error“-box you can enter the sensor error
at the Max point. The sensor error can be found on
the sensor calibration protocol. If the sensor error is
unknown, enter 0. Example: Wanted measuring
range is Pt100, 100-200 °C The Pt100-sensor generates
a resistance in the max point which corresponds to
199,3 °C. Enter -0,7 in the sensor error box.

6.1.5  Connection
This box is valid only for resistor input (including
RTD’s). The choices are 3- or 4-wire connected sensor.
For Pt100 there are the additional choices: 3-wire
with SmartSense and differential connection. See
section 6.1.12.

6.1.6  Cold Junction Compensation
If the input type is T/C you can choose cold junction
compensation (CJC), no compensation or cold junc-
tion compensation with SmartSense.

• CJC: The transmitter continuously compensates
for the cold junction. Use compensation cable.

• No CJC: No compensation is performed. 0 °C (32
°F) is used as reference temperature.

• CJC, SmartSense: The transmitter continuously
compensates for the cold junction and checks the
sensor isolation. A special sensor has to be used,
see section 6.1.12.
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6.1.7  Engineering unit
For resistance, mV and for custom specified thermo-
couples, an extra information about the measuring
range can be entered. Example: A sensor connected
to the transmitter generates 0-12 mV which should
correspond to 4-20 mA from the transmitter.
The voltage from the sensor corresponds to 0-100 Pa.
Just select “Pa“ in the “Engineering Unit“-list, enter 0
and 100 in the “Min“- and “Max“-boxes and you will
have this information in your documentation (in a file
or on a printed configuration). Engineering units also
makes it much more simpler when you edit custom-
ized linearization, see section 6.1.13.

6.1.8  Output
Choose 4-20 mA for normal output or 20-4 mA for
reversed output. You also have the possibility to
enter a customized output range, just select “Other“
and enter the range limits.

6.1.9  Linearization
Select type of Linearization.
• Temperature: Output is linear with temperature.
• Input: Output is linear with input signal.
• Customized: Output is linearized by custom

parameters. Use command button “Edit lineariza-
tion“ to make a customized linearization.
See section 6.1.13

6.1.10  Damping value
Enter the damping value of the digital low pass filter
function. The damping value unit is seconds. The
damping value corresponds to the time it takes for

the transmitter output to reach 63 % of a step shaped
change. A valid damping value is between 0 and 10 s.
The factory setting is 2 s.
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6.1.11  Sensor Break (mA)
The output can be programmed to give a constant
value at sensor break. The value must be in the inter-
val 3.6 to 22.8 mA (accuracy approximately 0.1 mA).
This function can be disconnected. If both sensor
break and low isolation occurs simultaneously, the
transmitter output will assume the value defined by
the “Sensor Break“-box

6.1.12  Low Isolation (mA) and Resistance
(kohm) - SmartSense

The Meso-family transmitters has got a low isolation
monitoring function called SmartSense. The output
can be programmed to give a constant value at low
sensor isolation. The value must be in the interval 3.6
to 22.8 mA (accuracy approximately 0.1 mA). For low
isolation, you must enter the isolation resistance limit
at which the transmitter should signal low isolation.
SmartSense requires a sensor with an extra wire for
isolation monitoring, see Meso User Instructions.

6.1.13  Edit Linearization
Edit parameters for customized linearization. If the
input type is ohm, mV or T/C X then you can edit the
sensor function. If the input type is T/C X then you
can also edit the Cold Junction Compensation.
• Sensor function: The sensor function can be

described in two different ways: one can describe
the function by entering coefficients of a third
order polynomial or one can enter up to 50
datapairs, see section 6.2 and 6.3.



• Cold Junction Compensation: The Cold Junction
Compensation can be described in two different
ways: one can describe the function by entering
coefficients of a third order polynomial or one
can enter the sensor output at the temperatures:
0 °C, 25 °C, 50 °C and 75 °C, see section 6.2.2.

6.1.14  Transfer To Transmitter
Transfers the configuration in the “Edit Device
Specific Commands“-window to the transmitter.

6.1.15  Read from Transmitter
Transfers the configuration in the transmitter to
the “Edit Device Specific Commands“-window.

6.2  Linearization polynomials
The sensor function and the cold junction compensation
for customized thermocouples can be described as third
order polynomials.

6.2.1  Sensor function polynomial
The sensor function polynomial describes the
transfer function of the sensor, not the transmit-
ter. The concept of engineering units simplifies
description of the sensor function, see figure 6.2.1.

The sensor function describes the relation between the
real process value (in Pa) and the sensor output (in mV).
In the polynomial below x denotes the process value and
y denotes the sensor output.

The sensor function polynomial must be normalized so
that both the y-signal (sensor output) and the x-signal
(process value) is in the same range as the transmitter
input range. This is done by normalizing the process
values before fitting the polynomial to the linearization
data.
Example: The transmitter configuration is: mV-input, 0-
50 mV. The process value is in the range 0-100 Pa. The
nonlinear relation between the process value and the
sensor output is described in the table below.

y = p(x) = c0 + c1 * x + c2 * x2 + c3 * x3

0.0 0.0 0.0

20.0 10.0 12.4

40.0 20.0 24.0

60.0 30.0 34.6

80.0 40.0 43.4

100.0 50.0 50.0

Process value (Pa) Normalized Process value Sensor output (mV)
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Figure 6.2.1: Concept of engineering units
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The normalized process values are scaled so they are in
the same range as the sensor output, see formula below.

The polynomial coefficients can be obtained from a
polynomial fitting routine, see example in section 6.2.1.

6.3  Enter datapairs, Sensor function
You can enter up to 50 datapairs for automatic calcula-
tion of the linearization coefficients. Entering more
datapairs doesn’t necessarily improve the performance
of the linearization. You must enter at least 5 datapairs.
Datapairs can be read from/written to files via com-
mands in the “File“-menu. Datapairs can also be printed
via the “File“-menu. Please note that you must save the
entered datapairs before you leave this window.
You must enter the datapairs in the boxes for input and
output, one at a time. You can view and edit the entered
datapairs by clicking the up/down arrows. If you want
to add a new datapair to the list, just click the up arrow.
If you want to delete a certain datapair, just press the
“Delete this datapair“-button and the current datapair
will be deleted from the list.
The values that you enter in the “Input“-box have the
same unit as the engineering unit in the “Edit Device
Specific Commands“-window. The values that you enter
in the “Output“-box have the same unit as the input unit
in the “Edit Device Specific Commands“-window. You
can enter datapairs for a wide linearization range but the
polynomial fit routine uses only the values defined by
the engineering interval in the “Edit Device Specific
Commands“-window.

The sensor function polynomial should be fitted to the
two columns at the right. The coefficients can then be
obtained from a polynomial fitting routine. In this
example we have used a Chebyshev-approximation. The
routine returned the following coefficients:

PVnormalized =
PVactual - PVmin

PVmax - PVmin

 *(SOmax-SOmin)+SOmin

6.2.2  Cold junction compensation polynomial
In the cold junction compensation the coefficient
c0 is always equal to zero and does not have to be
entered. The cold junction compensation describes
the relation between the input terminal temperature
(in °C) and the sensor output (in mV). In the polyno
mial below x denotes the input terminal temperature
and y denotes the sensor output.

When x = 0.0 then this polynomial returned 0.0.
When x = 50.0 then this polynomial returned 50.0.

C0 -1.106 * 10-15

C1  1.258

C2             -1.000 * 10-3

C3 -8.333 * 10-5

Coefficient Value

y = p(x) = c0 + c1 * x + c2 * x2 + c3 * x3
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6.4  Edit Universal Commands
In this window you can edit the parameters that concern
the identification of the transmitter such as the tag and
the polling address. This window can be used to edit
configuration in Meso transmitters and other HART-
compatible transmitters.

6.4.1  Manufacturer
If the transmitter manufacturer is known by MePRO,
the manufacturer name will appear here, otherwise
MePRO will display the manufacturer identification
code according to the HART-standard. This field is
read only.

6.4.2  Device type
If the transmitter device type is known by MePRO,
the device type will appear here, otherwise MePRO
will display the manufacturer device type code
according to the HART-standard. This field is read
only.

6.4.3  Unique device ID
This is the transmitter serial number. This field is set
at factory and it is read only.

6.4.4  Date
This is a field where you can store an user defined
date. The date format is defined by the settings in the
Windows Control Panel.

6.4.5  Tag
Choose a tag to identify the transmitter. The tag can
be up to 8 characters long and it can only contain
characters supported by the 6 - bit packed ASCII
format, which includes the following characters:

6.4.6  Descriptor
Choose a descriptor. The descriptor can be up to 16
characters long and it can only contain characters
supported by the 6 - bit packed ASCII format, see
table 6.4.5.

6.4.7  Message
Choose a message to be stored in the transmitter. The
message can be up to 32 characters long and it can
only  contain characters supported by the 6 - bit
packed ASCII format, see table 6.4.5.

Table 6.4.5: Characters supported by the 6-bit packed ASCII standard

    @        A         B        C        D        E         F         G

    H         I         J         K         L        M        N        O

    P         Q        R        S         T         U        V        W

    X         Y        Z         [          \         ]         ^         _

 Space     !         “         #         $        %        &         ’

( )      *        +          ’          -         .         /

   0     1      2        3         4         5        6         7

8     9       :         ;         <         =        >         ?
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6.4.8  Polling address
Up to 16 transmitters can connected simultaneously
in parallel if they all have different polling addresses.
If a transmitter has a polling address that is not equal
to zero then the transmitter is in multidrop mode.
When a transmitter is in multidrop mode, the analog
output is set to 4 mA. A valid polling address is
between 0 and 15. A minimum capacity of 23 + 15 * 4
= 83 mA is then required from the powersupply.

6.4.9  Final assembly number
Choose a final assembly number to be stored in the
transmitter. A valid final assembly number is an
integer between 0 and 16,777,215.

6.4.10  Sensor serial number
Enter the sensor serial number to be stored in the
transmitter. A valid sensor serial number is an
integer between 0 and 16,777,215.

6.4.11  Software revision and Hardware revision
These fields display the software- and hardware
revisions of the transmitter. These fields are readonly.

6.4.12  Universal command revision and Device specific
command revision

These fields display the universal and device specific
command revisions of the HART-standard that the
transmitter supports. These fields are read only.

6.4.13  Transfer To Transmitter
Transfers the configuration in the “Edit Universal
Commands“-window to the transmitter.

6.4.14  Read from Transmitter
Transfers the configuration in the transmitter to the
“Edit Universal Commands“-window.

7  Troubleshooting

7.1  Errors when starting MePRO
The messages “File missing“, “File corrupt“ or “Path not
found“ indicates that one or more files are missing or
corrupt. Make sure that:

• COM_ID.DAT, ME_ENG.HLP, ME_SWE.HLP,
MEPRO.EXE and UNTITLED.MEP are in the
directory \MEPRO\.

• MEPRO.INI is in the windows directory.
• COMDLG16.OCX, CTL3DV2.DLL,

MSCOMM16.OCX, OC25.DLL, SPIN16.OCX,
THREED16.OCX, VAEN21.OLB, VB40016.DLL,
VSHARE.386 are in the \WINDOWS\SYSTEM\
directory.

If any of the above mentioned files are missing on your
hard disc or have another date than those on the installa-
tion discs, copy the from the disc to your hard disc and
unpack it with EXPAND.EXE, see section 7.4.
An alternative solution could be to delete the files in the
\MEPRO\ library and the program- and group icon for
MePRO and then run the MePRO setup program again.
If the message “Selected Communication Port is not
available“ is displayed then this port might be occupied
by something else, e.g. a mouse. Choose another com-
munication port in the settings menu and attach the
HART-modem to this port.
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7.2  Error messages when Transfer to Trans-
mitter
If the error message “Communication Error, Check
Communication Port and Communication Cable“ is
displayed then there are probably something wrong
with the connection between the PC and the transmitter.
Make sure that:

• The modem is connected to the same communica-
tion port selected during installation or in the
Settings menu.

• The test clips on the other side of the modem is
connected over the current sense resistor of at
least 250 Ω or over the transmitter output
terminals.

• The power supply is correct connected to the
transmitter.

7.3  Problem with some calibrators
With some calibrators connected to a Meso transmitter,
the output from the transmitter becomes very unstable.
Meso measures “Sensor Break“ by pulsing a current
through the sensor. By doing so, Meso can supervise a
“Sensor Break“ without introducing any measuring
errors. Unfortunately some calibrators can’t handle the
pulsing current. If you would like to disconnect the
“Sensor Break“ monitoring during the calibration, select
“None“ in the “Sensor Break“-Box and transfer the
configuration to the transmitter, see section 6.1.11.
Do not forget to reconnect the sensor break monitoring
after the calibration by selecting an output signal in the
“Sensor Break“-Box.

7.4  Problems during installation
The Setup program can not install system files if they are
being used by an application. In order to install these
files you have to close all active applications. Sometimes
you even have to remove applications from the Startup
group and restart Windows. If this does not solve the
problem then a solution could be to close Windows and
manually install the files that the Setup program
couldn’t install.

7.4.1  How to manually install a file
The files on the installation disc are compressed.
These files are expanded with EXPAND.EXE deliv-
ered with Windows. When the files are compressed,
the last character in the filename is replaced with a
‘_’. You must restore this character when you install
the file. Information of the full name and destination
of these files is in the file SETUP.LST on the first
installation disc.

• Close Windows, you can’t do this in a DOS
prompt within Windows.

• Install the file(s) that the Setup program couldn’t
install. The command for extracting and installing
e.g. VB40016.DLL is:

EXPAND A:\VB40016.DL_ C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\VB40016.DLL
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